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Abstract 

 

Low-rank matrix factorization finds applications in large number of problems in signal processing 
and machine learning. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is a standard technique for solving 
large scale matrix factorization problems. However, SGD can only solve the problem when the 
matrix is directly observed. 

There are several applications where the matrix is not directly observed but is only available via 
linear projections. In such a case the problem is to estimate the low-rank matrix from its 
projections. To solve such problems, we have derived an algorithm based on the majorization 
minimization approach – this effectively decouples the projection from the matrix factorization 
problem via Landweber iterations. After decoupling, the factorization problem can be solved 
efficiently using SGD. 

The original matrix factorization problem decomposed a matrix into two dense matrices. In 
recent times, several applications required being factored into a dense and sparse component. 
We recast such problems into the original low-rank matrix factorization framework via the 
Iterative Reweighted Least Squares technique. 

The proposed algorithm is applied to two problems. The first one is on collaborative filtering 
where the problem is to predict user’s choices on unrated items based on the user’s and other 
user’s choices on similar items. Traditionally this problem was to recast into a matrix 
factorization problem via latent factor modeling. However, we noticed that significantly better 
recovery is achieved when instead of factoring the matrix into two dense matrices; it is factored 
into a dense and a sparse matrix. In this thesis we have explained this phenomenon intuitively.  

The second problem we look at is a dynamic MRI recovery problem. Here the problem is to 
recover a sequence of dynamic MRI frames from the observed samples. This turns out to be a 
low-rank recovery problem owing to the spatial correlations among successive frames. 
However, upon closer look it turns out that the spatial correlation can be modeled as a smoothly 
varying function which in turn has a compact support in the Fourier domain. Thus, this too can 
be recast as a matrix factorization into sparse and dense components. Our approach does not 
improve the accuracy of recovery but helps achieve the goal in a more efficient fashion.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
The base of this thesis relies on the concept of low rank matrix factorization. A detailed study of 
low rank matrix factorization can be seen in [1]. Here, we will briefly discuss Matrix factorization 
and its techniques. Matrices that can be simplified into product of two simpler matrices with 
lower dimensions offer a very useful insight in the analysis of high dimensional data. Low rank 
matrix factorization is an extremely popular area of research when dealing with analyzing big 
data in form of latent features with small dimensions. This concept of matrix factorization has 
been used for various applications. The ones, discussed in this dissertation are Collaborative 
Filtering (CF) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).  

The latent factor model suggests representing the important aspects of data in lower 
dimensions, hence, requiring less storage requirements along with studying the underlying 
factors affecting the high dimensional data. Let the tabulated data be a matrix Y of m*n 
dimensions, which is to be approximated by a product of two simpler lower dimensional 
matrices, U (dimensions m*k) and V (dimensions k*n), where k (k<n and k<m) is said to be the 
rank of matrix Y, signifying Y to be a low rank matrix. 

  X=UV 

Let columns of V be represented by Vj (j=1, 2…….n). The linear combinations of the columns of 
U with the coefficients of Vj leads to columns of X, signifying that  U is the basis of column space 
of X and V is a basis for row space of X. 

 

1.1 Matrix Factorization techniques 

Some of the other matrix factorization techniques are as follows:- 

1) LU decomposition- 
  

This algorithm simplifies the matrix, X, as the product of lower (L) and upper triangular (U) 
matrix and is applicable to square matrices i.e. n*n.  

• X=LU 
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2)   SVD (Singular value decomposition) – 

This algorithm divides the original matrix as product of three matrices and is applicable to 
rectangular matrices i.e. m*n. 

X=UΣ VT 

where, X → original matrix 

 U and V → unitary matrices (VT denotes transpose of V) 

 Σ → non –negative diagonal matrix (these are singular values of the original 
 matrix which are arranged in descending order i.e. σ1 >= σ 2 >= ……….... >= 
 σmin{m,n}) 

         

 

   Fig1 Singular values in matrix 

When approximating the measurement matrix Y via using low rank matrix factorization, the 
degree of correctness of the approximation is measured by using a statistical metric known as 
least squares error. 

 

1.2 Least Squares Problem Statement 

A least squares problem is described as follows- 

 minX F(x) 

 where,  F(x) → Σi ri(x)2 ,  1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑚𝑚 
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  ri(x) → residual error between the actual and estimated vector i.e. y-Ax 

 A → Restriction operator  

So, the problem can be represented as: 

 ||ri(x)||2
2 

Where, ||.||2 is known as l2-norm, which is defined as �Σi  ri(x)2. As it is root of sum of squared 
differences, mean squared error (MSE) measurement. l2 norms are typically used when the 
vector is dense. 

As ri(x) = yi - Axi 

 || 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  −  𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖||2
2   Or ||𝑌𝑌 –𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴||𝐹𝐹2           (1) 

where, ||.||F is known as Frobenius norm (root of sum of squared singular values) and Y, X are 
represented in matrix forms 

 

Solving Least squares:- 

||𝑦𝑦 − 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥||2
2 = (y-Ax)T (y-Ax) 

 yTy - yT Ax –xTAT y+ xTATAx 

Taking gradient w.r.t . x:- 

 -ATy - ATy + 2 ATAx         (2) 

 Equating (2) to 0 

 (ATA)x=ATy 

 x=(ATA)-1ATy 

 

Iterative matrix factorization algorithms [2] are followed for solving such system of linear 
equations as the inverse of ATA may not always exist and even if it does, it could get too 
expensive to calculate it for large matrices i.e. it would take O(n3) with matrix size being n*n. 

When the model is trained on a set, it may start memorizing the values instead of recognizing 
patterns when applied on test dataset. This problem is known as over-fitting. 

In order to avoid over-fitting in the reconstruction, regularization terms are added to (1).  

 ||y − Ax||2
2  + λ ||x||2

2          (3) 

where, λ  is the regularization parameter.  
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For improving the reconstruction, the penalty added as regularization is updated to l1 norm from 
l2 norm – 

 ||y − Ax||2
2 + λ ||x||1          (4) 

where, ||.||1 is known as  l1-norm, which is defined as the sum of the non-zero values in the 
vector. 

l1-norm penalty puts a constraint of sparsity on x and also performs better in case of presence of 
outliers whereas l2 norm causes a smoothening of the function which always leads to a dense 
vector which might not be expected in case of sparse recoveries. The description of a matrix 
factorization algorithm which uses l1-norm penalty in order to tackle the case of outliers can be 
found in [3]. 

 

1.3 Iterative algorithms used for solving least squares problem 

1) Alternating Least Squares (ALS) : 

ALS is a low rank matrix factorization algorithm used for solving problem of least 
squares. 

Let the rank be r. Now, the reconstructed matrix can be represented as:- 

       X= UV          (5) 

Where, X → solution matrix of dimensions say m*n 

  U → factorized part of dimensions m*r 

  V → factorized part of dimensions r*n 

 

As the matrix has been factorized into two simpler parts containing the latent factors, the 
problem of (3) gets transformed as follows:- 

 ||Y − A(UV)||F
2  +  λ1 ||U||F

2  + λ2 ||V||F
2      (6) 

where,  λ1 and λ2 are the regularization parameters 

As both U and V are unknown in (6), ALS algorithm progresses by fixing one of U or V 
for computing the other. When U is fixed, ALS computes V by solving least squares 
problem and vice versa. This way of progressing finally leads to convergence as in every 
iteration, U and V both are getting updated based on the latest update of the other 
factorized part. 
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ALS Algorithm – 

Step 1- Initialize: iteration counter k = 0; initial estimate X. 
 
Step 2- Initialize one of the factorized parts, say U, randomly. 
 
Repeat the following steps until convergence - 
Step 3- Compute other factorized part V, from X and U solving least squares problem. In 
MATLAB, it can be done by mldivide operator ‘\’ i.e. V=U\X. 
 
Step 4- Now, using X and new V computed in previous step, update U, again solving 
least squares problem. In MATLAB, it can be easily done by using mrdivide operator ‘/’ 
i.e. U=X/V. Go to Step 3. 
 

 

2) Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD): 

SGD is another popular low rank matrix factorization algorithm which is used for solving 
least squares problem. SGD is like the gradient descent approach with the addition of 
stochastic attribute in it. Reconstructed matrix is represented the same way as in (5). It 
uses matrix factorization to solve the objective function, which remains the same as (6). 

For computing the reconstruction, this algorithm approaches by iterating over the entire 
training set and uses the computed error values (residual between actual and predicted 
values) for updating the factorized parameters of X i.e. U and V. Following is a broader 
view of the update procedure:- 

• eij = yij – vj . ui          (7) 

• vj = vj + γ .(eij .ui  - λ . vj)        (8) 

• ui = ui + γ .(eij .vj  - λ . ui)        (9) 

 where,  e → error between original and reconstructed elements 

   y → original vector   

   U → factorized part of X with dimensions m*r 

   V → factorized part of X with dimensions r*n 

  r →  rank of matrix X 

  γ →  learning factor, which affects step size 

  λ → regularized parameter to cut down on overfitting of features          
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After running a certain number of iterations of the above mentioned updates (7), (8) and 
(9), the algorithm converges to a minimum. In each iteration it makes a small step in the 
opposite direction of the gradient, which as specified above, is controlled by the learning 
rate parameter γ. 

 

3) Landweber Iterations: 

This method for solving least squares is usually used for ill posed system of linear 
equations. It is based on the method of Majorization-Minimization. The objective function 
(J(x)) to be minimized is the same as (1). 

Majorization-Minimization (MM) is a method used in optimization theory, which 
approaches the problem of least squares by taking a function, 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥)  ≥ 𝐽𝐽(𝑥𝑥), where Gk(x) 
=J(x) only at x=xk (i.e. function G(x) majorizes J(x)) and J(x) is the objective function.  
The chosen function Gk(x) is generally easier to minimize. So, on each iteration, the 
solution vector is updated based on the version of the vector in the previous iteration, 
such that J(xk+1) < J(xk), leading into a sequence of vectors xk, k=0,1,2… ultimately 
converging to the desired solution. 

 

Algorithm is as follows:- 

MM Algorithm 
 
Initialize: Iteration counter k = 0; initial estimate x0. 
 
Repeat the following steps until a suitable exit criterion is met. 
Step 1: Chose ( )kG x  such that: 
    1. 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘(x) ≥ J(xk),∀x      
    2. 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘(x) = J(xk) at x=xk 
  
Step 2: Set: 1 min ( )k kx G x+ =  
Step 3: Set: k=k+1 and return to step 1. 
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Graphical representation of MM procedure:- 

 

Fig2a) (This figure depicts the objective function J(x) to be minimized with an 
initial estimate of xk) 

 

Fig2b) (This figure represents the function 𝑮𝑮𝒌𝒌(𝐱𝐱) ≥ 𝐉𝐉(𝐱𝐱𝐤𝐤) chosen to be minimized 
such that Gk(x)=J(xk) only at x=xk. The value xk+1 obtained via minimizing Gk(x) is 
shown a green dot in the figure.) 
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Fig2c) (This figure depicts the next iteration of MM procedure i.e. selection 
𝑮𝑮𝒌𝒌+𝟏𝟏(𝐱𝐱) ≥ 𝐉𝐉(𝐱𝐱𝐤𝐤+𝟏𝟏) such that Gk+1(x)=J(xk+1) only at x=xk+1. The minimizer for Gk+1 i.e. 
xk+2 is displayed as a green dot in the figure.) 

 

Using MM Approach, Gk(x) is selected by adding a non-negative function to J(x) such 
that the function is 0 at x=xk. 

 Gk(x) = J(x) + non-negative function 

J(x)= ||y − Ax||2
2 

Hence, Gk(x) = ||y − Ax||2
2 + (x-xk)T (α I – ATA) (x-xk)     (10) 

 (y-Ax)T (y-Ax) + (x-xk)T (α I – ATA) (x-xk) 

 yTy  - 2yTAx +xTATAx + + (x-xk)T (α I – ATA) (x-xk) 

 yTy +xk
T (α I – ATA) xk – 2 (yTA + xk

T (α I – ATA)) x + αxTx    (11) 

Taking gradient w.r.t. x of (11) and equating it to 0 

 -2ATy -2 (α I – ATA) xk + 2 αx = 0 

 x = xk + (1/α)  (AT (y-Axk))        (12) 

The equation (12) is known as landweber iteration method and it guarantees 
convergence of solution due to the application of MM procedure in it. 
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4) Iterative re-weighted Least squares  (IRLS): 

When dealing with the problem of least squares as defined in (1), some measures are 
taken in order to avoid over-fitting and to deal with the ill-posedness of the data in order 
to make the data smoother. The measure taken is regularization. Regularization is 
defined as a process adding some extra constraint on the solution vector. For just 
dealing with the problem of over-fitting usually l2-regularization is used as described in 
(3). But sometimes, data is distributed a bit irregularly giving rise to outliers and sparsity 
in the data.  

For such problems, l0 regularization is taken into account, which results in reduced 
complexity due to its sparseness constraint. l0 norm is defined as number of non-zero 
values in the vector and as it is NP hard to compute for, regularization is relaxed to lp 

norms. Still, as lp-norms (0 < 𝑝𝑝 < 1) are not convex, they are converted into weighted l2 
norms in order to use the same convex optimization methods for lp as used for l2-norm 
minimization. 

Lp norm is defined as:- 

 ||x||p = Σi  (xp )1/p                 (13) 

 

Fig3 lp-norm (0<p<1) [Non-convex] 

 

Conversion of lp-norm to weighted l2-norm: 

 ||x||p
p  = Σi (xi)p 

 Σi  (xi)p-2 (xi)2 
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Taking W as a diagonal matrix represented by (X) (p/2)-1   (14) 

 Σi  (wi)2 (xi)2 

 ||WX|| F2         (15) 

 

IRLS progresses with using this diagonal weight matrix for updation of the 
matrices/vectors getting the solution vector nearer to the optimum value with each 
progressing iteration. 
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Chapter 2 

Proposed Method 
 

In this work, we propose an efficient algorithm to solve the problem of least squares where 
solution vector is not directly observed, using low rank matrix factorization and fractional norm 
penalty i.e. looking at the sparse property of latent factor matrices. 

Our proposed algorithm is a combination of three algorithms- Iterative Re-weighted Least 
squares, Landweber iterations and Stochastic Gradient Descent, with each algorithm 
considered as a different phase. 

 

2.1 Phase 1 (IRLS) 

The least squares problem depicted in (3) focuses on l2-norm minimization but as some vectors 
tend to be sparse, it would be more efficiently recovered if this spasreness is taken into account. 
In order to achieve this, the problem in (3) is transformed into l1 minimization problem depicted 
in (4). l1-norm enforces the sparse attribute but as it is observed that fractional norms i.e. lp 
norms (0<p<1) yield even better results than l1-norms, lp norms are used instead. As lp norms 
(0<p<1) are not convex, it would be better if it can be transformed into l2 norm as it would be 
convex and efficient algorithms can be applied for its minimization. Thus, for such task of 
representing lp norm as weighted l2 norm, Iteratively reweighted least squares is taken into 
consideration. 

 

IRLS Algorithm:- 
 
Step 1- Initialize the matrix, X, randomly with dimensions m*n. 
 
Repeat the following steps until convergence: 

Step 2- Evaluate the weight vector via using formula in (14) i.e. w=�vec(X)��
p
2�−1, where p is the 

norm being calculated. 
Step 3- Diagonalize the weight vector into a diagonal matrix, W=diag(w).  
Step 4- Update the vector x with x=Wx and the operator A with A=WA. Go to Step 2.   
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2.2 Phase 2 (Landweber Iterations) 

For the regularized least squares problem described in (3), as the matrix is not directly observed 
i.e. a restriction operator, A, is applied on it to analyze it via linear projections, we have 
proposed an efficient algorithm which first decouples the projection from the matrix and then 
solves the transformed low rank matrix factorization problem. 

To deal with the linear projection issue, landweber iteration is used. From (11), 

Gk(x) = yTy +xk
T (α I – ATA) xk – 2 (yTA + xk

T (α I – ATA)) x + αxTx 

 α (-2bTx + xTx) + c 

where, b= (1/ α) (ATy + (αI – ATA) xk) 

o b = xk +(1/ α) (AT (y-Ax))               (16) [As from (12)] 

o c = yTy + (α I – ATA) xk 

 α ||b − x||2
2   - α bTb + c         (17) 

where, ||b − x||2
2 = bTb – 2bTx +xTx  

Hence, as the expression “(α bTb + c)” does not depend on x, the problem can be thought to be 
reduced from ||𝑦𝑦 − 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥||2

2   to ||𝑏𝑏 − 𝑥𝑥||2
2, which as involves direct observation of matrix/vector x, 

can be efficiently solved via Stochastic gradient descent. 

 

2.3 Phase 3 (SGD) 

After Phase 2, the problem gets reduced to:- 

 ||b − x||2
2                (18) 

which, as per our algorithm is solved using SGD. As already discussed in “Chapter-1 
Introduction”, Stochastic Gradient descent is an iterative matrix factorization algorithm for 
solving least squares problem. 

SGD Algorithm:- 

 
Step 1- Initialize the factorized matrices U and V randomly with dimensions m*r and n*r 
respectively, with r being the rank. 
 
Repeat the following steps until convergence: 
Step 2- Iterate the entire training set and for each training sample do the following [apply 
formulae from (7), (8) and (9)]: 
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a. Calculate the error between actual and predicted values 
• eij = yij – vj

T . ui          
b. Iterate k from 1 to r and do (r being assumed low rank of the matrix)- 

• vjk = vjk + γ .(eij .uik  - λ . vjk)         
• uik = uik + γ .(eij .vjk  - λ . uik)   

       
Step 3- Reconstruct the matrix – UVT. Go to Step 2. 
 
 

2.4 Combined Summarized Algorithm 

Proposed Algorithm:- 
 
Step 1- Initialize the matrices, U and V, randomly with dimensions m*r and n*r, respectively. 
 
Repeat the following steps until convergence: 
Step 2- As Lp norm is to be minimized use IRLS for its conversion into weighted l2-norm for all 
matrices necessary, as discussed in Phase 1. Calculate weight vector for each matrix, for 
instance, for U, w= (abs(vec(U)))(p/2)-1. W=diag(w). Update the vectors via multiplication with the 
diagonal weight matrix. 
 
Step 3- Apply regularization on U and V. 
 
Step 4- Evaluate X via U*VT. 
 
Step 5- Apply Landweber iterations on vec(X) as discussed in (16) in Phase 2. 
 
Step 6- Now, apply SGD on the transformed problem of ||B − X||F

2 as discussed in Phase 3 
thus, updating U and V. Go to Step2. 
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Chapter 3 

Collaborative Filtering  

 

In these modern days, there has been a plethora of information out of which finding appropriate 
useful information has gotten very challenging due to information overload. Nowadays, a lot of 
transactions are carried out via online stores such as buying books, movie choices, buying 
products etc. Earlier, people used to rely on recommendation from other people by social 
interactions, general surveys etc. But now, due to humongous amount of choices, it is very hard 
for the customer to select an item of interest. Thus, they rely on automated recommender 
systems for help. This is the task where collaborative filtering comes into picture. The term was 
coined by the developers of one of the first recommender systems, Tapestry [4]. 

Collaborative filtering is a method for predicting user’s preferences on items based on his 
previous preferences and the preferences of other users. It makes the decision in collaboration 
with other users, hence the term, collaborative filtering. The basic approach of CF is that if two 
users rate certain no. of items similarly, then they will do so for other items as well [5]. 

For the information filtering problems in the domain of collaborative filtering, there are different 
types of formulations used for the data. In this thesis, the formulation used in the dataset for CF 
problem has the preference indicators as numerical rating triplets of the form (u, i, r) where u is 
an index specifying the user, i is an index specifying the item and r is the rating value given by 
the user u to the item i. 

Another important aspect of the formulation besides preference indicator is whether the ratings 
are explicitly given or implicitly formulated based on user’s clicks and browsing patterns [6]. A 
comparison between implicit and explicit ratings can be studied in ClayPool [7]. According to 
ClayPool, explicit ratings benefit more than the implicit ratings due to overhead involved in 
computing the implicit ratings from user’s browsing history/patterns. In this thesis, we deal with 
explicit ratings provided in the MovieLens dataset.  

The primary task of collaborative filtering is recommendation i.e. it provides users with advice as 
to what products would be of their interest based on the past preferences of them and other 
users. Here, the case of collaborative prediction serves as a matrix completion problem i.e. it 
predicts the missing values in the partially observed user’s preferences matrix. For instance, in 
this thesis for CF application, a movie recommendation dataset is considered, where the input is 
in form of explicit ratings given by users for the movies they have seen. As typically, users have 
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not seen all the movies present in the dataset, the matrix tends to be partially filled. Hence, the 
matrix is completed by making predictions for the movies users haven’t seen yet based on 
patterns observed in the data. Although, there are various modeling algorithms for this task but 
here, the traditional approach of matrix factorization will be used where predictions are made 
based on the latent factors of the items/movies (director, actor, genre etc.) and users (affinity of 
users towards the factors of items), thus enabling users to collaborate based on the hidden 
attributes affecting their preferences instead of relying on some external information. 

 

Attributes Sci-Fi Action Comedy 
User A U11 U12 U13 

        X   

  

Predicted rating of user A for movie A = U11 * I11 + U12 * I21 + U13 * I31 

There are different applications of CF in this recommendation domain. One of them is being to 
list the top few recommendations for the user and another being to determine user’s preference 
for each item/movie. Although, the two applications are somewhat related to one another, in this 
work, we will be explicitly working only with the second application i.e. predicting user’s 
preferences for all un-rated movies. Following is the representation of a matrix completion 
problem:- 

 

Fig4 CF matrix completion example 

There are various algorithms used for implementing collaborative filtering which can be 
classified mainly under three types – memory based, model based and hybrid algorithms. These 
methods are described elaborately in [8]. In this thesis, we will be focusing on model based 
matrix factorization; however other methods will be discussed briefly for completion. 

 

Attributes Movie A 

Sci-Fi I11 

Action I21 

Comedy I31 
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3.1 CF Methods 

1. Memory-Based: 

Memory Based CF algorithms rely solely on neighborhood based methods which are used 
for computing similarity/weight between two users or items. It is assumed that each user has 
a group of people who have similar interests as him, thus affecting his preferences towards 
items he hasn’t rated yet. In order to find such similar users, the similarity metric used is 
distance or correlation metric. Based on such similarity metric, active user’s preferences can 
be computed by taking a weighted average of preferences of similar users/items found.  

The Neighborhood models can be classified as user-user [9] and item-item [10]. In user-user 
model, similar users are searched corresponding to the active user whereas in item-item 
model, similar items are searched corresponding to a given item. Item-item models are 
found to be more scalable than the user-user models as in a real time system, frequent 
increase of users in a database is highly probable whereas items tend to increase at certain 
intervals which aren’t relatively as frequent as for users. 

For these neighborhood approaches, computation of similarity is very important. There are 
multiple similarity metrics which can be used for computing similarity. One of the ways is 
Euclidean distance metric which is computed using formula:-  

 �∑ (xi –  yi)2𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1   

This similarity measure usually works well only when the dataset is dense. Another similarity      
metric is correlation computed between two user/items via Pearson correlation [11]:-  

r = ∑ (xi  −𝑥𝑥) (yi  −𝑦𝑦)n
i=1  

�∑ (xi  −𝑥𝑥)2n
i=1  �∑ (yi  −𝑦𝑦)2n

i=1  
  

This similarity measure is used in order to handle the bias included in users ratings (some 
users tend to like everything, some always give binary ratings etc.).  When dealing with 
sparse data, cosine similarity is used as the similarity measure. It is defined as:-  
             

   cos(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = 𝑥𝑥 .𝑦𝑦
�|𝑥𝑥|�∗||𝑦𝑦||

 

 

where, ‘.’ refers to dot product of vectors x and y and ||x|| indicates the length of the vector, 
which is also termed as norm, defined as �∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖2𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1 .   
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After the computation of similarity, next step is the prediction of preferences, which is the 
primary task of collaborative filtering. A subset of nearest neighbors is selected based on 
some defined threshold similarity value and weighted average of their ratings is taken to 
predict ratings of the active user. 

 

2. Model Based: 

Model based CF algorithms employ concepts from known fields such as machine learning 
and data mining to train the data to identify complicated patterns, thus enabling the system 
to make efficient predictions on test data. Some machine learning concepts used such as 
Bayesian models and clustering models are known to solve the limitations experienced in 
memory based CF algorithms [12, 13]. Classification algorithms are employed for 
categorical ratings whereas in case of numerical ratings, regression models and SVD 
methods are used. In this thesis, we will be looking at least squares based regression 
model; however some other model based algorithms are discussed in brief. 

Bayesian Algorithm – It uses the naïve Bayes approach to evaluate for predictions, that 
relies on computing the probability of a class given all features and declaring the class with 
highest probability as the prediction output [14]. 

Clustering – It is a technique of reducing objects to clusters, where clusters are collection of 
objects that are similar to each other. Some of the similarity metrics used are– Pearson 
correlation and Minkowski distance. Classification of clustering algorithms is done in three 
groups- partitioning methods, hierarchical methods and density based methods. There are 
multiple ways of using these clustering algorithms for making predictions. One of the ways is 
to first make clusters out of data and then apply memory-based CF approach to make 
predictions within each cluster [15]. 

Regression based CF algorithms – Model based Regression techniques prove to be 
better prediction models as compared to memory based CF algorithms. The basic 
regression model is defined as:- 

Y = UVT + ε 

where, Y → original measurement matrix with dimensions m*n (m being users and n being 

items)         

U → factorized part (specifying users affinity to items latent factors) of matrix X, 
which is to be reconstructed (dimensions m*r) 

V → factorized part (specifying items latent factors) of matrix X, which is to be 
reconstructed (dimensions n*r) 
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ε → Noise associated with real word measurements 

In this work, we have used model based matrix factorization to solve least squares 
regression problem.  

Usually, Y is a sparse matrix, for which Canny [16] proposed a sparse factor analysis, in 
which the average value of observed elements of the matrix was used to replace the 
missing elements in the matrix, post which, regression model was used as initialization for 
expectation maximization. Another approach was proposed in which similar items were 
searched for [17], then a collection of simple linear models was created (with parameters for 
regressions being selected using least squares) and combined to rate preferences of the 
active user. One other approach used slope one algorithms for making rating predictions 
[18]. 

 

3. Hybrid model: 

Hybrid CF algorithms are defined to be combination of collaborative filtering and content 
based filtering systems to make recommendations. Content based approach provides 
external information/attributes (age group of users, demographics etc.) for users and items 
in addition to ratings, to make predictions. 

 

3.2 Challenges Faced in CF 

Nowadays, as a lot of users use online portals for shopping and looking for products of their 
interest, the automated recommender systems are expected to make effective and quality 
recommendations to advance in this competitive era. But there are various challenges which 
stand in the way of the recommender systems. Some of them are discussed in [8]. Here, we will 
briefly give an overview of few of these problems. 

The most frequently faced problem in CF is the sparseness of data. The cause of this 
sparseness is either the laziness of users in explicitly rating the item (movie in our case) or 
unfamiliarity of the user with the item. Users tend to only the rate the movies which they have 
seen, that too, usually only the ones they liked. This leads into a partially filled preference 
matrix, otherwise known as the sparseness problem as most of the items remain unrated. This 
sparseness further creates many problems in the prediction task, one of them being the cold 
start problem [19] (also called as new user/item problem). This cold start problem occurs in case 
of new users/items as initially they don’t have any data corresponding to them. Without user 
rating at-least one movie or for an item getting rated by at-least one user, it gets very 
challenging to perform recommendation for the users. Some methods handling this issue are 
discussed in [20].  
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Another major problem relates to scaling down of data matrix, as computation on very large 
data sets involve very high computational costs. As recommender systems need to be efficient 
in terms of running time in addition to its quality, data needs to be scaled down and this can be 
achieved via several dimensionality reduction algorithms such as SVD (Singular value 
decomposition). SVD primarily removes the users and items with less significance by 
decomposing the original matrix into factorized parts. PCA (Principal Component Analysis) is 
another method used to reduce dimensions [5]. But the catch in dimensionality reduction is that 
it may lead to a drop in recommendation quality as the information which is getting pruned for 
lowering the dimensions may turn out to be important. For computing SVD, there is a method 
which uses existing users [21]. To increase scalability, it uses a folding projection technique [22] 
which prevents recalculation of SVD for newly added set of ratings. Similarly, to increase 
scalability, clustering algorithms use an approach to make recommendations to users by 
selecting smaller and similar clusters, thus preventing the need to traverse entire dataset.  

One other problem is Shilling attacks and it is related to bias included by users while rating 
products, which results into high rating of one’s own products but very low rating for someone 
else’s items. Thus, there is an essential need to introduce algorithms to handle this bias to 
generate better recommendations. 

 

3.3 Problem Statement in context of Collaborative Filtering 

As in this thesis we are focusing on low rank matrix factorization, CF problem of matrix 
completion can be defined mathematically as minimization of regularized least squares as 
depicted in (6) :- 

  �|Y − A (X)|�F
2  +  λ �|X|�F

2
          

  ||Y − A (UV) ||F
2  + λ1 ||U||F

2 +  λ2 ||V||F
2 

As discussed in Introduction section, U and V are factorized matrices which, in this case of CF 
represent user’s and item’s latent factors that secretly affect the user’s ratings. The 
reconstructed ratings matrix X is expressed as the inner product of U and V. 

The earliest study in this area [23] used an approach based on probabilistic modeling for 
collaborative filtering. Then down the line, latent factor models were introduced which gave rise 
to matrix factorization problem [24, 25]. Matrix factorization is very fast but due to its non-convex 
nature, researchers found that instead of solving this model as matrix factorization, it can be 
transformed into a matrix completion problem [26, 27], which although requires high 
computation time, is convex in nature. 

Here, in our work, our objective is to find the factorized latent factor matrices for users and 
items. We have proposed that although this user matrix is required to be dense, item matrix is 
not. This is so because an item is not expected to possess all the defined latent factors, for 
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instance in case of movies, if a movie is an action/thriller, it will usually not possess the traits of 
romance, comedy, animation etc., thus making it’s matrix (item latent factor matrix) sparse 
whereas in case of users, it is highly likely for a user to possess affinity to almost all the 
features. For instance, if a user likes sci-fi movies, that only signify that he has greater tendency 
to watch sci-fi than other genres such as action/thrillers i.e. a user is expected to have a degree 
of likeliness towards all the latent factors, leading it to be a dense matrix. This approach of 
focusing on sparseness constraint wasn’t followed in the previous studies. Thus, as we will be 
accounting the sparseness of item latent factors, the problem statement gets transformed to the 
following:- 

 ||vec(Y) − A vec(UV)||2
2 + λ1 ||vec(U)||2

2
    + λ2 ||vec(V)||1             (19) 

Where, ||. ||1  → represents the l1 norm of vector V which is the sum of non-zero values of  
  vector V and it imposes a sparseness constraint on it. 

  A → is the binary mask that considers only non-zeros values/ratings from X i.e. UV 

As per our approach U being dense implies an l2 norm penalty on it and V being sparse implies 
an l1 norm penalty. However, as it is known that 𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝  norm (0 < 𝑝𝑝 ≤ 1) yields even better and 
sparser results than 𝑙𝑙1 norm, we have rather proposed  𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝  norm penalty on V. Also, as usually 
Absolute error metric is used to calculate error of the reconstructed ratings matrix w.r.t actual 
ratings, it is more logical to minimize 𝑙𝑙1 norm i.e. ||vec(Y) – A vec(UV)||1 instead of  𝑙𝑙2 norm. But 
it has been observed in earlier studies that l1 norms don’t provide better results, therefore,  in this 
approach, we have rather proposed to minimize intermediate 𝑙𝑙𝑞𝑞  norms (1 < 𝑞𝑞 ≤ 2), hence 
transforming the problem statement defined in (19) to:- 

 ||vec(Y) − A vec(UV)||𝑞𝑞
𝑞𝑞  + λ1 ||vec(U)||2

2
    + λ2 ||vec(V)||𝑝𝑝

𝑝𝑝           (20) 

Here, apart from just reconstruction, we also implant a model to overcome the problems 
introduced by user and item biases i.e. some items (movies in our case) tending to always get 
top ratings whereas some others always below average. Also, some users have a tendency to 
like everything, thus, giving top ratings even to a mediocre movie whereas others just can’t be 
overwhelmed by anything, thus giving average rating even to a top class movie. The following 
model is used to take care of biases along with interaction between user and item [28]. 

 X = μ + Bu + Bi + UV               (21) 

where, μ → global mean 

 Bu → user bias 

 Bi → item bias 

Here, (μ + Bu + Bi) is defined as baseline and UV is known as interaction. 
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Global mean is fairly easy to compute i.e.  

  𝜇𝜇 = total  of  ratings
total  entries  in  matrix

                (22) 

whereas other parameters Bu and Bi are estimated using Potter’s estimation:- 

bi=
∑ 𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢∈𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) −𝜇𝜇

𝜇𝜇1+ |𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖)|
   bu=

∑ (𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖∈𝑅𝑅(𝑢𝑢 ) −𝜇𝜇−𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖)

𝜇𝜇2+ |𝑅𝑅(𝑢𝑢)|
       (23) 

 

3.4 Error Metric in CF 

The metric used for evaluating the quality of recommendation is Mean Absolute Error (MAE)/ 
Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE). It is defined as:- 

 MAE = Total  error
Total  no .of  test  data  entries

 

 NMAE = MAE
max (training  Set )− min (training  Set )

 

The range of MAE and NMAE is 0 to infinity. 

 

3.5 Summary of Proposed Algorithm in terms of CF 

Step 1- Load the dataset and make trainSet (80%) and testSet (20%). 
 
Step 2- Calculate the global mean as defined in (22); user bias and item bias as defined in (23). 
 
Step 3- Calculate the baseline as (μ + Bu + Bi) and interaction Y as (trainSet-baseline). 
 
Repeat this step until convergence- 
Step 4- Apply the “proposed algorithm” described in Chapter-2 over this dataset to minimize 
least squares as specified in (20) i.e. apply the three phases in order i.e. IRLS, Landweber and 
SGD. 
 
Step 5- Add baseline to reconstructed matrix i.e. (UV + (μ + Bu + Bi)) as defined in (21). 
 
Step 6- Return the NMAE and reconstructed ratings matrix X (after adding baseline). 
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Chapter 4 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
 

In this thesis, we have applied our proposed algorithm for reconstruction of DCE (Dynamic 
Contrast Enhanced) MRI sequences via under-sampled data in temporal frame. MRI is a 
radiology based technique used to analyze the body functions and diagnose health issues if 
any. As it is a technique used in radiology, it takes images of the body part(s) which is/are being 
examined via strong magnetic fields and radio waves, to analyze them in detail. 

Dynamic MRI serves as a very important technique in various medical exams such as functional 
imaging. Data for dynamic MRI is collected in k-t space, k being the spatial domain (images 
available in fourier domain) and t being the temporal frame. The problem statement is to 
reconstruct images in all times frames in order to give the resultant as a smooth MRI video. This 
reconstruction is done offline i.e. as a post event of collection of k-space samples for all time 
frames. Such reconstruction is seen to be as an under-determined linear inverse problem. 

The spatial correlation within the frame has been used for reconstructing for static MR images 
[29, 30]. In our work, we use the fact of spatial-temporal data being able to be represented as 
linear combination of few temporal basis functions. Recent studies in dynamic MRI 
reconstruction [31-42] use this spatio-temporal correlation for reconstructing MR images from 
under sampled data in k-space. 

 

4.1 Dynamic MRI Model 

The dynamic MRI problem is depicted as:- 

 Y=RFX + η               (24) 

 

where, Y → is the collected k-space data in all temporal frames (yt is collected image at tth time  

 frame) 

 R → is the sampling operator which under-samples data from k-space 
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F → Fourier operator mapping image space to k-space 

 X → is the data of images being contained in all temporal domains (xt being the image   
 at time frame t) 

 η → system noise 

 

4.2 Motivation for MRI reconstruction 

The motivation for this work is to reconstruct MRI sequence efficiently along with good spatial 
and temporal resolution. Traditional methods usually require all the samples from k-space for 
reconstruction of frames via inverse FFT. In this case, generally there is often a tradeoff 
between spatial and temporal resolution. But fortunately, recent research in dynamic MRI [31-
42] has provided a helping hand by showing that reconstruction is possible even by partially 
sampling k-space from each time frame. Although, there is a slight deterioration in image quality 
due to under sampling of k-space but that is acceptable given the reduction in no. of 
measurements required for reconstruction. 

 

4.3 Earlier studies in DMRI 

Earlier studies on dynamic MRI reconstruction focused only on sparsity of image in transform 
domain [31-37] but later it was noticed that the entire sequence could be represented using only 
a few temporal basis functions, leading into a formulation of low rank matrix. This approach was 
used in [38, 39] for dynamic MRI reconstruction. The works combining transform domain 
sparsity and low rank attribute of signal [40-42] yield better results than the sparsity approach 
used in [31-39]. 

 

4.4 Mathematical representation of problem Statement 

In this thesis, we have used the same approach as used in [38, 39] i.e. of modeling dynamic 
MRI problem as a matrix which can be reconstructed using only a few temporal basis functions, 
but have proposed an efficient algorithm to implement this approach. The proposed approach is 
as defined in Chapter 2 i.e. usage of least squares optimization via low rank matrix factorization 
and regularized by convex l1-norm implying the sparsity constraint. The mathematical problem 
statement taking into account the low rank and sparsity constraints, can be formulated as:- 

  min𝐴𝐴 ||𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣(𝐴𝐴)||1  subject to ||𝑌𝑌 −𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴||𝐹𝐹2  ≤  𝜀𝜀        (25) 

Where, ||. ||1 denotes l1 norm, ||. ||𝐹𝐹 denotes Frobenius norm and ε is the data fidelity term. 
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Here, l1 norm was chosen because it was the closest convex replacement for l0 norm. 
Transforming (25) into its unconstrained version equivalent, problem statement becomes:- 

 min
𝐴𝐴

 ||𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣(𝑌𝑌) −𝑀𝑀 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣(𝐴𝐴)||2
2 + λ ||𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣(𝐴𝐴)||1              (26) 

The data model as described in (24) represents the dynamic MRI problem where the data is 
stacked in columns as Y= [y1|y2|…|yT], X= [x1|x2|…|xT], η = [η 1| η 2|…| η T] and T is the time 
frames. 

The spatio-temporal data to be reconstructed, X, can be represented in a matrix form, with rows 
corresponding to the spatial part and columns corresponding to the time samples, as follows:- 

  X=�
(x1, t1) ⋯ (x1, tT)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
(xm , t1) ⋯ (xm , tT)

� 

Now, as this signal can be modeled as a linear combination of a few temporal basis functions, X 
can  be assumed to be a low rank matrix (say, with dimensions m*n). Applying low rank matrix 
factorization over it, X can be expressed as, X=UV, as explained in Chapter-1 (theory about 
matrix factorization) with U representing the coefficient matrix having dimensions m*r and V 
representing temporal basis functions with dimensions r*n. So, after matrix factorization the 
problem in (26) can be depicted as:- 

 ||vec(Y) − M vec(UV)||2
2 + λ1 ||vec(U)||1    + λ2 ||vec(V)||2

2          (27) 

where, λ1 and λ2 are regularization parameters. 

Here l1 is applied on U because it was noticed that the signal X is sparse in its learned basis.  

M=RF, is a sampling operator with F being a 2D Fourier operator, which is applied on vectorized 
MR image. The sparse representation of signal is possible due to the smoothness of DCE MRI 
signal over time. To solve (27) we have applied the three phase algorithm explained in chapter 
2 “The proposed method”. 

 

4.5 Error Metric in MRI reconstruction 

The metric used for evaluating the quality of reconstructed MR image is Normalized Mean 
Squared Error (NMSE). It is defined as:- 

 NMSE = ||Recontsrcuted −Actual ||2
||Actual ||2

            (28) 
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4.6 Proposed algorithm in terms of DMRI 

 

Step 1- Load the dataset 2DDCE1. 
 
Step 2- Create Fourier operator F as FFT 2D matrix of size of spatial part of the data. In 
MATLAB, it is created via using Sparco operator opFFT2d(). 
 
Step 3- Apply sampling scheme on each time frame which selects only 50% of the data in k-
space and use “random axis aligned lines” as the pattern for selecting that data from all points in 
k-space. 
 
Step 4- Create restriction Operator R so as to consider only the sampled locations in k-space in 
each time frame. 
 
Step 5- Create concatenated operator M from concatenation of R and F. 
 
Step 6- Take only sampled data from all time frames in vector “y” by applying restriction 
operator M on complete data vector “x”.  
 
Repeat this step until convergence- 
Step 7- Apply the “proposed algorithm”(IRLS, Landweber, SGD) described in Chapter-2 over 
this dataset using observed vector as y and applying l1 norm over the “U” matrix i.e. the 
coefficient matrix. 
 
Step 8- Calculate NMSE (using (28)) between reconstructed and actual data by converting both 
into vectors. 
 
Step 9- Obtain the corresponding reconstructed images of DCE-MRI for the corresponding time 
frames. In MATLAB, it can be obtained via using function imshow(). 
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Chapter 5 

Experimental Results  
In this section we will be describing the dataset used for the two applications – CF and MRI. 
Also, the results evaluated from the proposed algorithm will be discussed here. 

 

5.1 Collaborative Filtering 

In this thesis, we have worked with two MovieLens datasets with different sizes, one being 100K 
and the other being 1M. The data in MovieLens was collected via MovieLens project and is 
distributed at University of Minnesota by GroupLens research. The datasets consist of movie 
ratings provided by users. All data taken in account will be in the form of explicit ratings ranging 
from 1 to 5. 

100K dataset contains 943 users, 1682 movies and 1M dataset contains 6040 users and 3952 
movies. As per the experimental protocol used by Breese, Heckerman, and Kadie [12], these 
datasets are divided into a training set and a test set by random distribution with 80% being 
trainSet and 20% testSet. A 5-fold cross validation is performed. 

The model will be trained using the trainSet which being 80% of total data is sparse and the 
problem is depicted as a matrix completion problem which requires prediction of the ratings of 
users in the test set, which is further solved using least squares approach.  

In these trainSet and testSet, data is represented in form a 2D matrix with rows representing the 
users and columns the movies. The trainSet can be further split for getting a validation set but in 
this experiment, validation set is not accounted. 

The error metric for measuring the quality of prediction is NMAE (Normalized Mean Absolute 
Error) as defined in Section 3.4. If NMAE ≤ 1, it means that the algorithm has performed better 
than randomly predicted ratings, otherwise the algorithm is considered worse than the random 
prediction. 

It was observed that for these datasets there are very less amount of features/factors which 
affected the user’s ratings. Hence, for experimental analysis we assumed the rank (latent 
factors) to be around 20 or 40. 
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Fig5 a) Ratings Distribution in 100K data (X–axis depicts ratings and Y–axis its 
frequency) 

 

 

Fig5 b) Ratings Distribution in 1M data (X–axis depicts ratings and Y–axis its frequency) 

For landweber iterations, value of α is taken to be 1.05 (slightly more than max. Eigen value of 
A*AT, A being the restriction matrix, which in this CF dataset behaved like a sampling operator 
for non-zero values within the data). 

While calculating item and user bias in (23), the value of 𝜇𝜇1 is used as 10 and 𝜇𝜇2 as 25 as 
discussed in [43]. 
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The error expression norm and regularization penalty norm as discussed in Section 3.3 and as 
per (20), was experimented with and after some experimentation was set as p= 0.4 and q=1.8. 
The values of regularization parameters i.e. λ1 and λ2 can be chosen from 10−9 to 1 but after a 
series of simulations, it was manually tuned to λ1=10−4 and λ2=10−5. 

Following are the results on taking the above mentioned values for parameters and ranks as 20 
and 40:- 

5.1.1 Results for 100K dataset- 

Norm / Rank Rank 20 Rank 40 
 NMAE Time (sec) NMAE Time (sec) 
q=1.8, p=0.4 0.1531 1114.369 0.1525 270.674 
q=2, p=1 0.1704 717.437 0.1715 871.976 
q=2, p=2 0.1726 2721.3261 0.1817 3810.3295 

Table1 100K dataset results 

 

5.1.2 Results for 1M dataset- 

Norm / Rank Rank 20 Rank 40 
 NMAE Time (sec) NMAE Time (sec) 
q=1.8, p=0.4 0.1473 866.84 0.1557 619.33 
q=2, p=1 0.1702 3724.429 0.1744 4491.154 
q=2, p=2 0.1735 5459.836 0.1749 10692.96 

Table2 1M dataset results 

 

5.1.3 Observation 

Results of our proposed algorithm and approach on both datasets imply that using 𝑙𝑙𝑞𝑞  𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝  

norms with 0 < 𝑝𝑝 ≤ 1 and 1 < 𝑞𝑞 ≤ 2 creates significant improvement in results as compared to 
𝑙𝑙2 error norm, 𝑙𝑙1 penalty norm (q=2, p=1) and the baseline method (q=2, p=2). 
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5.1.4 Result graphs 

• Comparison of our approach of 𝑙𝑙𝑞𝑞 -error and 𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝 -penalty norm with 𝑙𝑙2-error and 𝑙𝑙1-penalty 
norm (x axis- iterations, y axis- NMAE) - Shows our approach to perform better 

 

Fig6a) 100K dataset on rank 20 

 

Fig6b) 100K dataset on rank 40 
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Fig6c) 1M dataset on rank 20 

 

 

Fig6d) 1M dataset on rank 40 
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• Comparison of convergence behavior of proposed algorithm on different ranks, with 
q=1.8 and p=0.4 (Rank 20 performs better because it gradually decreases whereas 
rank 40 drastically decreases then starts to increase, leading into recovery of noise not 
actual ratings) 

 

Fig7a) 100K dataset convergence on ranks 20 and 40 

 

 

Fig7b) 1M dataset convergence on ranks 20 and 40 
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• Comparison of convergence behavior of proposed algorithm on different regularization 
parameters with rank 20 and q=1.8, p=0.4 (λ1 =10-4, λ2= 10-5 provides better and faster 
convergence)  

 

Fig8 100K dataset convergence on different regularization parameters 

 

 

5.2 DCE-MRI 

Here we work on the Dynamic Contrast Enhanced MRI dataset on female diabetic/severe non-
obese and immune deficient mice bearing a tumor.  

DCE MRI enables the analysis of blood vessels generated by tumor or local-inflammation using 
an injection of contrast agent. It represents the concentration of contrast agent going in and out 
of the tissue. 

The data was acquired on a 7T/30 cm bore MRI scanner at Bruker, Germany. It has a 
matrix/image size of 128*64 pixels and 1200 temporal frames with 2.24 seconds of time 
difference between two frames. The dataset 2D DCE1 was taken from mouse bearing HCT-116 
(human colorectal carcinoma) tumor. 
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As 1200 frames is a lot of data to process, in our experiments, one-sixth of it i.e. 200 frames are 
considered. In this data, the signal is assumed to be sparse in terms of the learned basis, 
hence, making possible for the signal to be reconstructed from fewer measurements. 

For solving l1-minimization here (depicting the sparseness constraint), we use our proposed 
algorithm which is a combination of IRLS, Landweber and SGD. The value of parameter α, for 
landweber iteration, is fixed to 20 which adhere to its constraint of ∝≥ max(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒(𝐴𝐴 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇). and 
max(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒(𝐴𝐴 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇) is evaluated using lansvd in this experiment. 

All methods require the specification of the regularization parameters λ1 and λ2 as they are 
responsible for taking into account the relative importance of the sparsity. But unfortunately, 
these parameters need to be tuned experimentally. The tuning mechanisms for determining 
values of these parameters are vaguely described in [40-42], so they are not very clear. Hence, 
we manually tune them via experimentation. After a series of simulations, these parameters for 
this dataset are set to λ1=10−4 and λ2=10−5. Taking sparsity into account and looking at (27), l1-
minimization is to be solved for in this experiment. 

The error metric used is NMSE (Normalized Mean square error) as discussed in (28). 

 

5.2.1 Results for DCE-MRI 

 

 NMSE Time(seconds) 
Sparse l1 penalty 0.3060 1110.824 
Dense l2 penalty 0.3083 583.188 
Table 3 DCE-MRI reconstruction Results 

 

These results are observed with rank of the matrix as 20. They signify that although, there is no 
significant enhancement in the accuracy of MR image reconstruction, this approach of 
considering the sparsity provides a good alternative of reconstruction with same accuracy using 
fewer measurements. 
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5.2.2 Reconstructed MR images 

     

2nd time frame from dataset 

   

     

75th time frame from dataset 
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150th time frame from dataset 

 

     

195th time frame from dataset 

Fig9 Reconstructed Images of 2D-DCE1 dataset from Left to Right: Original Image, l2-
penalty reconstructed image, l1-penalty reconstructed image 

Visual evaluations show that l1-penalty reconstruction proves out to be as better as l2-penalty 
reconstruction even with fewer measurements. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion  
 

This thesis presents an efficient three phase algorithm (IRLS, Landweber, Stochastic gradient 
descent) to reconstruct solution matrices from lower dimensional projections via matrix 
factorization. It adheres to low rank matrix completion problem and focuses on the sparsity 
attribute of the factorized part of the matrix i.e. the latent factor matrix, which help generate 
better results compared to when dense factorization is considered.  

Analytically, for both CF and MRI it explains the reason why l1-norm or lp-norm penalties would 
result in better results as compared to standard approach of l2-norm penalty.  

Also, empirically, after using the proposed algorithm and our proposed approach of enforcing lp-
norm penalty on item latent factor matrix in CF, it leads into significant improvement in results 
compared to l2-norm, as computed via NMAE (Normalized mean absolute error). In case of MRI, 
although, enforcing l1-norm penalty on coefficient matrix doesn’t lead into better results 
compared to l2-norm penalty, as computed via NMSE (Normalized Mean squared error), it still is 
able to give approximately equivalent reconstruction, which shows a better alternative as 
equivalent results are obtained using less number of measurements which is time effective in 
context of data collection. 
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